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As you know, only a few materials, such as the metal, has impressed and are impressing nowadays the
human civilization.
At present day, along with new forms of communication, new sources of energy and new means of transport, the metals remain central in our technology.
They assume new shapes and new functions; it is in Florence, in this contest, that the poetry of the cold
iron, subdued with hammer, anvil, fire and water, transform itself in artistic chandeliers of incredible beauty.
It is a magical situation that, every days starting from the years ‘70th , it is repeating itself in the “Mechini
smithy”.
The firm has growing during the years specializing its activity in the creation of wrought iron items of high
quality in the lighting field.
Thanks to the knowing hands of experienced persons in the firm Mechini, we can admire the passion for
work, the professionals attitude but, above all, the marvellous emotions that the lights give.
It seems it comes directly from the wrought iron.
You can feel in our articles the richness of colours, the elegance and the distinction of the refined Florentine period.
All these elements make the Mechini chandeliers unique and inimitable in its creations.Our Chandeliers
are made one by one, completely by hand, and we make them in Florence since 1970th, taking care of
each minimum detail.
It is impossible for us to make two identical pieces since they are handmade and unique.
Mechini is a synonym of Italian art and gracefulness and each item is an exclusive piece designed and
manufactured to enrich the elegance of your home with spectacular details and create incredible lighting effects.
Dimensions, colours and designs can generally all be customized by creating unique masterpieces to
embellish your home.
Each hand crafted chandeliers collection will be a glittering crystal cascade for customers seeking to
compliment their home and office with the best that Italian lighting can offer.
Mechini is a leading company providing designer chandeliers and high quality crystal lamps.
While preserving the tradition and quality of materials (iron, Bohemia crystal, porcelain and Swarovski
Strass) harmonized with precious decoration techniques and workmanship, the emotion that we hope to
convey you is the passion and love that has enabled to create our luxury chandelier collection
Our range includes Italian lights, contemporary chandeliers, wall lights, table lamps and
a new special collection of

home diffusers
A new collection of artistic products of undisputed quality and absolute prestige mixed by
Mechini’s history and Edion Collections
suggestive fragrances that allow you to perfume your world by responding to the inspirations of your way of
being.
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HDP 1 / 1
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 1 / 2
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 1 / 3
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 1 / 4
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 1 / 5
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually
A106/3 DCengaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 1 / 6
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 1
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 33 cm - w. 25 cm - kg 3,2 - lbs 7,0

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 1 SCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal,
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 33 cm - w. 25 cm - kg 3,2 - lbs 7,0

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 2
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 2 CCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 3
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 3 CCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 4
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 4 CCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 5
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 5 CCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 6 CCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 6
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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HDP 2 / 6 SCB
Lighting Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
1 Led x 3 Watt included
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

42

43

HDP 3 / 1
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 28 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,2 - lbs 2,6

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

44

45

HDP 3 / 1 CCB
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 28 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,2 - lbs 2,6

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

46

47

HDP 3 / 2
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

48

49

HDP 3 / 2 CCB
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

50

51

HDP 3 / 3
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

52

53

HDP 3 / 3 CCB
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

54

55

HDP 3 / 4
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

56

57

HDP 3 / 4 CCB
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 40 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,5 - lbs 3,3

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
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The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people

59

HDP 3 / 5
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 28 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,2 - lbs 2,6

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

60

61

HDP 3 / 5 CCB
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 28 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,2 - lbs 2,6

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

62

63

HDP 3 / 6
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 28 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,2 - lbs 2,6

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

64

65

HDP 3 / 6
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 28 cm - w. 20 cm - kg 1,2 - lbs 2,6

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

66

67

HDP 4
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with clear bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal. available with circle or squared crystal bases
dimensions:

h. 22 cm - w. 15 cm - kg 1,3 - lbs 2,9

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15 - 250 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people

68

69

HDP 5
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave, clear and colored bohemian crystal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 45 cm - w. 35 cm - kg 3,6 - lbs 8

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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71

HDP 5
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with silver leave, clear and colored bohemian cristal
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 45 cm - w. 35 cm - kg 3,6 - lbs 8

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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73

HDP 5
Home Diffuser

wrought iron decorated with gold leave and gold pearl banding
you can chose color of iron and color of crystal.
dimensions:

h. 45 cm - w. 35 cm - kg 3,6 - lbs 8

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7 - 500 ML
Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.
Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago, designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.
Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf
Heart: jasmine, tuberose
Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk
Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates that jasmine are
fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is therefore always closely connected with the nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance
and insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming, enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights pervaded
by the scent of jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional a calming and soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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FRAGRANCES
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WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15

FRUITY HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°17

500 ML

500 ML

500ML

Spicy and green notes to introduce and
emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine
and tuberose.

Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize
a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.

Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago,
designed and forged by masters
glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for
Edion.

Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago,
designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of
Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.

Beautiful diamond bottle called Santiago, designed
and forged by master glassmakers of Val d’Elsa
exclusively for Edion.

Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf

Features: top notes strongly oral and fruity aromatic,
end in an explosion of spicy, sweet made from
vanilla and gourmand.

Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf

Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose

Head: rose, lavender, violet, eucalyptus, green note

Heart: jasmine, tuberose

Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk

Heart: blackcurrant, raspberry, red grape, honey

Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk

Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a
thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on
the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates
that jasmine are fallen stars on earth. Jasmine
is therefore always closely connected with the
nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its
mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance and
insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming,
enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the
storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights
pervaded by the scent of jasmine.

Fund: vanilla , white musk, tobacco, tonka bean

Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you
can see a thousand white stars, jasmine
that stand out on the dark sky as well as
an Arab legend narrates that jasmine
are fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is
therefore always closely connected
with the nocturnal world , the dream,
the moon and its mysteries: it follows
that its sweet fragrance and insinuating
is able to enchant and bring dreaming,
enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade,
the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks
of long nights pervaded by the scent of
jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the
aroma of anise leaves before bedtime
helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual
of sandal wood can exercise to a mental
level and emotional a calming and
soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax
as incapable of rid of his thoughts.

Tweet

Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma
of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure
insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal
wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional
a calming and soothing action especially for
people
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WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15

FRUITY HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°17

500 ML

500 ML

500ML

Spicy and green notes to introduce and
emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine
and tuberose.

Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize
a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.

Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago,
designed and forged by masters
glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for
Edion.

Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf

Features: top notes strongly oral and fruity aromatic,
end in an explosion of spicy, sweet made from
vanilla and gourmand.

Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf

Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose

Head: rose, lavender, violet, eucalyptus, green note

Heart: jasmine, tuberose

Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk

Heart: blackcurrant, raspberry, red grape, honey

Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk

Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a
thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on
the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates
that jasmine are fallen stars on earth. Jasmine
is therefore always closely connected with the
nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its
mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance and
insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming,
enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the
storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights
pervaded by the scent of jasmine.

Fund: vanilla , white musk, tobacco, tonka bean

Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you
can see a thousand white stars, jasmine
that stand out on the dark sky as well as
an Arab legend narrates that jasmine
are fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is
therefore always closely connected
with the nocturnal world , the dream,
the moon and its mysteries: it follows
that its sweet fragrance and insinuating
is able to enchant and bring dreaming,
enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade,
the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks
of long nights pervaded by the scent of
jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the
aroma of anise leaves before bedtime
helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual
of sandal wood can exercise to a mental
level and emotional a calming and
soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax
as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago,
designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of
Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.

Beautiful diamond bottle called Santiago, designed
and forged by master glassmakers of Val d’Elsa
exclusively for Edion.

Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma
of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure
insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal
wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional
a calming and soothing action especially for
people

Tweet

WOODS HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°7

VIVALDI HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°15

FRUITY HARMONY - CELLO SUITE N°17

250 ML

250 ML

250ML

Spicy and green notes to introduce and
emphasize a strong flowery body jasmine
and tuberose.

Spicy and green notes to introduce and emphasize
a strong flowery body jasmine and tuberose.

Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago,
designed and forged by masters
glassmarkers of Val d’Elsa exclusively for
Edion.

Beautiful bottle diamond named Santiago,
designed and forged by masters glassmarkers of
Val d’Elsa exclusively for Edion.

Beautiful diamond bottle called Santiago, designed
and forged by master glassmakers of Val d’Elsa
exclusively for Edion.

Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf

Features: top notes strongly oral and fruity aromatic,
end in an explosion of spicy, sweet made from
vanilla and gourmand.

Head: anise, lilac, galbanum leaf

Heart: jasmine, jasmine, tuberose

Head: rose, lavender, violet, eucalyptus, green note

Heart: jasmine, tuberose

Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk

Heart: blackcurrant, raspberry, red grape, honey

Fund: sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk

Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you can see a
thousand white stars, jasmine that stand out on
the dark sky as well as an Arab legend narrates
that jasmine are fallen stars on earth. Jasmine
is therefore always closely connected with the
nocturnal world , the dream, the moon and its
mysteries: it follows that its sweet fragrance and
insinuating is able to enchant and bring dreaming,
enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade, the
storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks of long nights
pervaded by the scent of jasmine.

Fund: vanilla , white musk, tobacco, tonka bean

Jasmine
In persian art in all the thumbnails you
can see a thousand white stars, jasmine
that stand out on the dark sky as well as
an Arab legend narrates that jasmine
are fallen stars on earth. Jasmine is
therefore always closely connected
with the nocturnal world , the dream,
the moon and its mysteries: it follows
that its sweet fragrance and insinuating
is able to enchant and bring dreaming,
enchanted. Not forget that Scheherazade,
the storyteller of Arabian nights, speaks
of long nights pervaded by the scent of
jasmine.
Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the
aroma of anise leaves before bedtime
helps to cure insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual
of sandal wood can exercise to a mental
level and emotional a calming and
soothing action especially for people
intellectually engaged who can not relax
as incapable of rid of his thoughts.
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Anise
Already Pliny claimed that inhaling the aroma
of anise leaves before bedtime helps to cure
insomnia.
Sandal wood
The enveloping notes, rich and sensual of sandal
wood can exercise to a mental level and emotional
a calming and soothing action especially for
people
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